PRISON MINISTRY
BOOK: Taboos: Paedophilia and Necrophilia (Dr. Rev Val Hamann)
This book would be an asset to the following audience (Researchers, criminologists, social workers,
psychologists, police force, prison staff, GBV activists, sexual violence criminals, students writing thesis,
assignments, conducting investigations or combatting crimes of paedophiles and necrophiles). A Christian
Research Perspective on paedophilia and necrophilia awareness and solutions.

Available in e-book or paperback on Amazon.
https://www.amazon.com/Taboos-Pedophilia-Necrophilia-Christian-Perspectiveebook/dp/B09RW9WFQY/ref=sr_1_fkmr2_1?crid=3PYZ6B73WFJ7I&keywords=Taboos%3A+Paedophilia+an
d+Necrophilia

WOMEN’S MINISTRY
BOOK: Art for the troubled heart (Dr. Rev. Val Hamann)

Art for the troubled heart is a Christian based art prompt low content creation book.
Filled with 100 prompts, guiding the artist to conduct interesting practical tasks, decorate pages with
diverse artistic styles and engender the blank pages to creative personal journaling.
By identifying their emotional struggles and life challenges they can overcome them by creating
something beautiful out of each page, transforming the negatives into positives and praying over
their circumstances and emotions, as well as impacting others positively. Women love being creative
and having fun and find prompt books very popular for connecting with God, others and discovering
deeper and new things about themselves. Not all women are comfortable with attending
counselling, this book will give them a platform to record their feelings, longings and relationship
with God, while splashing their splendour with colour. Colour is therapeutic to a broken, hurting
soul, lifting moods, aiding physical and mental health.
Available in e-book or paperback on Amazon.
https://www.amazon.com/Art-troubled-heart-Splash-splendorebook/dp/B09RT38PN7/ref=sr_1_1?crid=9BPV2AF2W3MB&keywords=Art+for+the+troubled+heart+book&qid

VALERIE’S INTERVENTION PROGRAMS
WOMEN’S MINISTRY COURSES
1. Art for the troubled heart
One day a week, for 16 weeks (2.5 Hours per class) purchase book and bring own art supplies.
2. Vision board with a twist
One half day course, bring fancy nick-knacks and tic-tacks to make a decorative colourful vision
board. Other stationary will be provided.
3. Anger and forgiveness
One full day course, bring notebook and pen. Other stationary and class notes will be provided.
4. The role of women in church
One day a week, four weeks in a row. Participant must purchase book and bring notebook and pen.
5. Cake with the King!
This course can be run over four weeks, with refreshments and cake included. Venue and other meals
must be provided by the hosting church, as well as travel costs for our 7 facilitators, assistants.
Minimum 12 participants, (4 participants per table x 4 table) Maximum participants (5 participants per
table x 5 tables = 25). Plus our facilitators and assistants. It is always a blessing to add 1 or 2 female
musicians to join.

MEN AND WOMEN MINISTRY

1. Divorce Recovery Intervention Program
One day a week, for six weeks in a row. Participants to bring notebooks and pens. Other stationary
and class notes will be provided.
Must provide venue, where confidentiality in group counselling can be exercised.

2. Group Counselling Sessions
Once a week, for six / eight weeks, one and half hour sessions, group counselling for whichever need
required. Must provide venue, where confidentiality in group counselling can be exercised.

LECTURES
1. Spiritual Growth Course
One day a week, six weeks in a row, one and half hour lectures. Participant must be committed to
doing research and necessary assignments.
2. Paedophilia / Necrophilia
One and half hour lecture with coffee / tea break. Participant to purchase book. Bring notebook and
pen.
3. Overcoming rejection and embracing self-esteem
One half day course / lecture, bring notebook and pen. Other stationary and class notes will be
provided.

WOMEN’S MINISTRY CAMPS

1. Heart Sparks!
This exciting healing course can be run over four weeks, one full day per week, with refreshments
and light lunch included. Venue and meals must be provided by the hosting church, as well as travel
costs for our 7 facilitators, assistants per participant.
Or this exciting healing course can be run as a 3 day women’s camp, accommodation and meals to
be fully paid for our 7 facilitators, assistants. (If run locally in Wellington / Paarl), only meals, but no
accommodation required for our 7 facilitators, assistants. Travel costs for our 7 facilitators, assistants
per participant will apply.
§

Accommodation to be arranged by church requesting the camp Thursday evening – Sunday
lunchtime, it is always a blessing to add 1 or 2 female musicians to join. (Sponsorships / fund
raising can be sought for meals, etc.)

§

We arrange accommodation Thursday evening – Sunday lunchtime, held in Paarl or
Wellington). Meals would still need to be calculated and added. If further afield, prices will
be reviewed.

Minimum 16 participants, (4 participants per table x 4 table) Maximum participants per camp 25, as
(5 participants per table x 5 tables = 25) plus 1 or 2 musicians and our facilitators and assistants.

In most of the above courses, venue must be provided, smaller groups can be accommodated in
Wellington.
Please contact Val Hamann for prices of above courses, counselling, camps and lectures on
valeriehamann@gmail.com or 0649831708.

